LCDL T-4 & T-5 Compact Fluorescent Lamps

Compact fluorescent lamps for specialty applications

**LCDL compact fluorescent lamps offer many advantages:**

- Dramatic energy cost savings – up to 75% vs. incandescent lamps of comparable light output.
- Extra long life – up to thirteen times longer than standard incandescent lamps.
- High light output (lm/watt)
- Excellent color rendering (CRI) – Rare earth tri-phosphors provide color so true and natural you won’t believe it’s fluorescent.
- A choice of wattages, shapes and sizes to meet your lighting needs.
- Both standard and special OEM design bases available.
- Special colors and tri-band blends available to meet exact specification requirements.
- Both standard and special arc lengths available for custom design systems.

Technical and performance specifications are printed on the other side of this sheet.

For more information or design assistance with your project, call or contact LCDL and visit our Web site.

Manufacturers of miniature and sub-miniature fluorescent lamps.

37 Robinson Boulevard • Orange, CT 06477
Tel: 203 795-1520 • Fax: 203 795-2874 • www.LCDL.com
SPECIFICATIONS

LCDL T-4 & T-5 Compact Fluorescent Lamps

Outside Diameter Range: T-4 & T-5
   Wattage: 5, 7, 9, 13, 18, 24 & 36
   Special: Multiple phosphors in one lamp
Radius Bend: N/A
   Shapes: PL, BIAx, Quad, Cluster & Finger
   Colors: Virtually any, as required and specified by the customer
Technology: HCFL
   Operating Lifetime: Tens of thousands of hours depending on driving current (amps)
Operating Environment: All commercial and industrial environments
Manufacturing Process: LCDL proprietary
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